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On Rhetoric and the School
of Philosophy Without Tears
Stuart J. Murray

a b s t r ac t
This article addresses the contentious philosophical claim that rhetoric is merely a
“philosophy without tears.” Mindful of the institutional and disciplinary stakes of
this claim today, it offers a genealogy of “philosophy without tears” across the past
century, from the popular “no more tears” genre to midcentury debates between
ordinary language philosophers and logical atomists. What emerges is an ethical argument concerning the materiality and transitivity of language, fleshed out
through a rhetoric of tears and as an ontology of pain and suffering. Drawing on
a rhetorical reading of Wittgenstein’s “form-of-life,” I argue that both pain and
its expression should be understood as transitive rather than as epistemological
or private phenomena. Transitivity helps us to better understand the perlocutionary power of pain and suffering in the politics of war and terrorism, in the “manphilosopher,” who disavows such transitivity, and, finally, in the necessary risk of
responsibility toward the “other” of philosophy (and of rhetoric).
Keywords: ontology, pain, suffering, transitivity, Wittgenstein

on foundations
In the introduction to his recent book outlining a “deep rhetoric” that can
affirm rhetoric’s “philosophical foundations,” James Crosswhite celebrates
a remark made by the late Henry Johnstone, the founding and long-time
editor of Philosophy and Rhetoric. Johnstone, claims Crosswhite, “once
suggested that rhetoric was an attempt to be ‘philosophy without tears’”
(2013, 12). The passage to which Crosswhite refers appears in Johnstone’s
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foreword to the book Rhetoric and Philosophy, a collection of essays
edited by Richard Cherwitz. There, in a bungled bid to praise rhetoric’s
“increased interest in philosophy during the past few decades,” Johnstone
attributes the “belief that [rhetoric] is ‘philosophy without tears’” to hapless students who “are unable or unwilling to do the work or hard thinking that worthwhile philosophical studies demand” ( Johnstone 1990,
xvii). Crosswhite’s retelling notwithstanding, Johnstone’s is not quite a
claim about rhetoric per se (whatever rhetoric is, per se), so much as
about a presumably unfounded “belief ” held by some in the discipline.
And Johnstone laments that this belief “has been partly fostered, I am
afraid, by standards of scholarly work in Speech Communication departments” (xvii). Unsurprisingly, many took umbrage at his remarks. One
reviewer in the pages of this journal wrote: “His condescension aside,
what really troubles me . . . is Johnstone’s assumption (and Cherwitz’s
acceptance), without argument, of a controversial and self-serving doctrine, viz. that all intellectual projects need foundations, and the academic
field of Philosophy is in charge of these foundations” (Keith 1992, 91–92;
also see Hauser 1992).
The quarrel, which restages a memorable scene from the Gorgias, is
between the claims of those who profess a “philosophical” rhetoric that
they maintain is distinct from the traffic in “mere” rhetoric (or “knacks,” as
Plato’s dialogue phrases it) and those who disavow the idea that rhetoric
is beholden to philosophy. Invoking Plato in his “Lectures on Rhetoric,”
Friedrich Nietzsche understands this quarrel as a matter of purpose or
intent: “[Plato] holds rhetoric to be legitimate when it rests upon philosophical education, and provided it is used for good aims, i.e., those of
philosophy” (1983, 100). The aims of philosophy, by these lights, are always
and unequivocally good; in a circular logic, then, rhetoric is legitimized only
in subordination to philosophy and its irrefutably good aims. To be sure,
there is no real question of rhetoricity here, for when we must question—if
we question—the goodness of philosophy’s aims only in those terms sanctioned by philosophy, then we transform ethical and political and ontological inquiry (among others) into an epistemological enterprise. Philosophy
becomes a self-serving doctrine, if not a police function, and becomes illegitimate at the very moment of its self-founding act of legitimization. We
founder here on the troubling question of authority over foundations—our
foundational postulates, the ritualized institution of academic disciplinarity, and its colonizing regimes of veridiction and jurisdiction, to borrow a
certain Foucauldian vocabulary.
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On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary issue of Philosophy and
Rhetoric, this article examines the doctrine of rhetoric as a “philosophy
without tears.” For roughly a century, it turns out, the iteration of “philosophy without tears” has presided over and produced controversies and
connections between philosophy and rhetoric. This iteration thus invites
a reflection on the proper diction of the veridical and the jurisdictional
and into the particular manner in which both philosophy and rhetoric lay
claim to a foundational ontology and historicity. I offer a brief genealogy
of “philosophy without tears” and propose instead a rhetoric of tears, along
with an ontology of the pain and suffering said to occasion them. I focus
on pain and suffering because the tears that would convene and baptize
those self-anointed philosophers are unlikely to be tears of joy or mirth.1
I would hesitate to say, in a Kantian vein, that philosophers’ tears foster a
sensus communis in the way that aesthetic judgments do. On the contrary,
while philosophers’ tears are supposed to signal the seriousness of the philosophical enterprise, if not a shared burden, they operate inversely to Kant’s
aesthetic judgment, which is universalizing, disinterested, and “purposive
without purpose,” as Kant says. Rather, I will suggest that philosophers’
tears, whether real or tropological, are particularizing, often self-interested,
and purposive with purpose. And if philosophers’ tears purposively constitute a particular philosophical “we,” philosophy’s relation to what we ordinarily mean by pain and suffering is, I argue, much murkier. Philosophers’
tears are anaesthetic.
By way of summary illustration and in anticipation of the argument that
follows, I offer the following distinction drawn by Ludwig Wittgenstein
between “I feel X” and “I observe X”:
X does not stand for the same concept in the first and the second
sentences, even if it may stand for the same verbal expression, e.g.
for “a pain.” For if we ask “what kind of pain?” in the first case I
could answer “This kind” and, for example, stick the questioner
with a needle. In the second case I must answer the same question
differently; e.g. “the pain in my foot.”
In the second sentence X could also stand for “my pain,” but not
in the first. (1978, 9)
Wittgenstein suggests that philosophy fails to grasp the importance of verbal expression and thus fails to distinguish between what is felt and what is
observed: the X in both instances—e.g., a pain—is treated by philosophers
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uniquely as an observation, an epistemic datum that is only methodologically “mine” but that nevertheless founds the philosophical subject, the basis
of its univocal “we.” However, if a feeling—e.g., a pain—holds the power to
constitute subjectivity, and if its expression attests to a “form-of-life,” these
are not quite the same: feelings are in some sense transitive; they are not
quite or are not unequivocally “mine,” and thus feelings suggest a rhetorical
subject, a “we” that is plural and plurivocal and that threatens to deconstruct
the intransitive and unitary logic of philosophy. As Stanley Cavell summarizes, “For Wittgenstein, philosophy comes to grief . . . in its effort to escape
those human forms of life which alone provide the coherence of our expression” (1976, 61). In my understanding, such forms are rhetorical. I argue
that a rhetorical understanding of pain and suffering destines a “we” that is
called to respond. And if pain and suffering indeed constitute a rhetorical
“we,” I hope to suggest that this is not a circular logic, or not viciously so,
because that “we” must be understood in terms of an ontology of pain and
suffering, as a “form-of-life,” rather than in epistemological observation.
My discussion on rhetoric as a “philosophy without tears” therefore
permits an oblique yet situated perspective on several founding claims of
philosophy and rhetoric, as well as on the founding question of this journal,
namely, how are we to understand the connection(s) between philosophy
and rhetoric? Who, after all, is this “we”? This is not simply a matter of selfknowledge. Consider rhetoric’s institutional place(s) across its “evolving
identity” (Hauser 2007) and that institutional “we” that might refuse subordination to the academic field of philosophy. Here, Barbara Cassin urges
caution: “Let us posit—delicately, provisionally, because it is where all the
difficulty lies—an academic ‘we,’ a university thought of as (a) ‘we’” (2014,
230). In asserting an institutional place for rhetoric, rhetoricians are fond of
the apothegm that rhetoric has for a very long time been the cornerstone
of a liberal education. Here is Nietzsche once more, in praise of rhetoric:
“The education of the ancient man customarily culminates in rhetoric: it is
the highest spiritual activity of the well-educated political man” (1983, 97).
In this sense, rhetoric is neither epistēmē nor technē but, to invoke Aristotle,
a dynamis: the spiritual activity, power, ability, or potential to contemplate
(theōrēsai) all possible means of persuasion (to endechomenon pithanon). Yet
Nietzsche immediately qualifies his statement: “—an odd notion for us!”
(97). This reservation captures the extent to which rhetoric’s institutional
status had declined in the latter part of the nineteenth century when he
was writing, Nietzsche’s “us” signaling his contemporaries rather than philosophers per se. And today, despite something of a rhetorical “resurgence”
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across the twentieth century, rhetoric still has not fully recovered; delicately,
provisionally, rhetoric still struggles to find its place professionally, intellectually, morally. Rhetoric has no clear institutional home. Crosswhite states
it baldly: “Organizing the resurgence of rhetoric as a field of study and
teaching has become a serious challenge for contemporary American universities” (2013, 4). Today, rhetoricians may find themselves at work within
departments of English or communication, among others, but rarely at
home in departments of philosophy. Outside the United States, rhetoric
enjoys only a marginal institutional presence, with barely a whiff of nostalgia for what was once called a liberal education.
Thus, in addition to having to cope with the ancient and abiding quarrel
between rhetoric and philosophy, in recent decades scholars of rhetoric have
also had to carve out a place for themselves within disciplines and academic
landscapes that are not, by their own lights, terribly concerned with debates
over what qualifies as “worthwhile philosophical studies,” as Johnstone puts
it, and even less with “the highest spiritual activity of the well-educated
political man,” in Nietzsche’s terms. Moreover, rhetoricians have had to
professionalize within these dispiriting contexts, rendering them subject to
the many disciplinary and institutional constraints that these environments
impose. Johnstone’s remarks concerning a “philosophy without tears” might
then be read in this frame. Looking back fifty years, I understand the inauguration of Philosophy and Rhetoric as a timely response to intellectual and
professional needs, driven in part by the ways that institutional organization
and disciplinarity constituted—then as they do now—a certain “rhetorical
situation” that concerns “the nature of those contexts in which speakers
and writers create rhetorical discourse,” to invoke Lloyd Bitzer’s lead essay
from this journal’s inaugural issue (1968, 1). Our particular meaning-context
of a nationalized, institutionalized, and disciplining “complex of persons,
events, objects, and relations” (6) gives rise, in Bitzer’s words, to “an exigence
which strongly invites utterance” (5). There was and continues to be an obligation to write and to speak about writing and speech—and this is to say
nothing of the recent neoliberalization of universities around the globe as
well as the widespread financializing and outcomes-driven siege on the arts
and humanities in particular, within which “we” are inventoried as vassals of
the global knowledge economy.2 Lent rhetorical significance by the wider
intellectual, institutional, and economic situation, Johnstone’s claim is less
a claim in a strictly philosophical sense than a disposition, a situational
utterance that would seek to alter reality and imagine a different future for
us, with different rhetorical articulations, different political and libidinal
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economies. This reading would shift the emphasis of his statement, and in
ways that are pertinent today when we ask who “we” are, on this occasion,
in this context, and what it is that we stand for in or as the university.

on tears
If, according to certain philosophers, rhetoric is a “philosophy without
tears”—and hence not “philosophy” at all, what is the status of those tears
claimed for philosophy and claimed to be absent from rhetoric? If tears
baptize or anoint the philosopher, are they any more than self-serving
tropes for his “worthwhile” philosophical “work” and burdensome “hard
thinking”? Boys are not supposed to cry. Pain and suffering become risibly gendered, abstract and disembodied, lifeless. Here I have in mind the
incarnation of a particular philosophical subject—the “man-philosopher,”
as Cassin calls him, who is conventionally figured as a cisgendered male,
white, Western, rational, and happily heteronormative.3 Bound up with this
phallogocentric subject is the promise of a progressive history, redolent of
“no more tears!” marketing slogans popularized in the midcentury to advertise the latest technologies meant to liberate us from the pain and feminized drudgery of daily chores. By invoking a “philosophy without tears” in
relation to philosophy and rhetoric, Johnstone trades on but does not coin
the expression.
In 1946 a Jesuit philosopher named Arthur Little published a book titled
Philosophy Without Tears, a collection of seventeen at times humorous—yet
remarkably rigorous—philosophical dialogues first delivered as a series of
lectures to the Study Club of the Central Catholic Library in Dublin and
later broadcast on Raidió Éireann for a popular audience.4 Little’s Philosophy
Without Tears is described (rather uncharitably) by one early reviewer as a
“thoroughly annoying book” (Mallaney 1948, 741), in part because it allegedly dodges the truly vexing, and ostensibly tearful, questions that are
thought proper to philosophy. By way of plaint, the reviewer offers this
example: “The problem of moral evil as a Thomist envisages it (why did
not God give to all men, as He gave to Christ and Mary, such a wealth
of intrinsically efficacious operating actual graces that no man would ever
commit sin?) is not even hinted at” (741). This reviewer is no doubt in accord
with Johnstone, who observes that “‘philosophy without tears’ is not philosophy at all; the phrase is an oxymoron” (1990, xvii); however, I am not
sure what Johnstone would have made of this theological conundrum. Yet
another reviewer (decidedly more charitable) characterizes Little’s book
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as “written primarily for those who lack the opportunity for the study of
philosophy,” arguing that there is a manifest need to present “philosophical truths in a conversational style” (Callahan 1948, 26). For this reviewer,
Philosophy Without Tears nevertheless qualifies as philosophy, even if it has
been popularized for a lay audience. If we focus on the “opportunity for
the study of philosophy,” a political argument begins to surface concerning
class consciousness. Should philosophy be the domain of a certain elite? Is a
lay audience constitutively unwilling or unable to philosophize? Moreover,
by what moral or intellectual authority ought the borders of philosophy to
be policed and along what lines—gender, race, class? And, finally, should
the “aestheticization” (see Hutchings 2005) of rigorous philosophy disqualify it as philosophy? Many notable philosophers (Plato, Nietzsche, and the
French existentialists among them) have philosophized on political, ethical,
and/or aesthetic grounds, recognizing that some realities are perhaps best
apprehended in narrative form, or, said another way, some fictions are best
realized in and by the apprehensions they evoke and, ultimately, are borne
out as a life lived reflectively, philosophically.
I have found no evidence that Johnstone had read Arthur Little’s rather
obscure text. But Johnstone had read the British philosopher Bertrand
Russell (e.g., see Johnstone 1959), who, ten years after the publication of
Little’s Philosophy Without Tears, used the expression to deride and dismiss
a diverse group of “ordinary language” philosophers who were critical of
Russell’s logical atomist approach to the philosophy of language—notably
his former pupil Ludwig Wittgenstein (whose disillusionment with this logical atomist approach is particularly evident in his later philosophy), Gilbert
Ryle, J. L. Austin, G. J. Warnock, and their followers.5 I cite the opening
sentences of Russell’s essay, which exhibit his inimitable style and wit:
My purpose in this article is first to discuss G. F. [sic] Warnock’s
“Metaphysics in Logic” [1950]. . . . Mr. Warnock belongs to the
“Philosophy-Without-Tears” School, so named because it makes
philosophy very much easier than it has ever been before: in
order to be a competent philosopher, it is only necessary to study
Fowler’s Modern English Usage; post-graduates may advance to The
King’s English, but this book is to be used with caution for, as its
title shows, it is somewhat archaic. (Russell 1957, 225)
We might be surprised to read a logician stooping to ad hominem attacks,
but Russell was playfully mocking his detractors, feigning a style and using
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a popular phrase that even they might understand. Of course, Warnock does
not quite make the claims attributed to him by Russell, who not only gets
Warnock’s name wrong but also misquotes his essay.6 No matter. Warnock
had taken issue with Russell’s linguistic Platonism, according to which “the
word itself is no part of the sensible world; if it is anything, it is an eternal
supersensible entity in a Platonic heaven” (Russell 1956, 170–71). Warnock
had remarked that “the central Ontological Question is, it seems, the question whether there are abstract entities” (1950, 197). Warnock then turned
his attention to abstract logical symbolism and its “permanent temptations
to perplexity” (199), attacking logical atomists, like Russell, for their disinterest in the words and language that they nevertheless use, which leads, he
wrote, to “the bold and confident confusion of Ontology” (199). Russell’s
counterposing view is simply stated: “To discuss endlessly what silly people
mean when they say silly things may be amusing but can hardly be important” (1956, 169). We may chuckle that philosophers are here engaged in a
rhetorical debate (of sorts), yet the disciplinary borders are not always so
clear, even for the logicians. Russell at times goes so far as to classify all philosophical texts as no more than rhetoric, namely, protrepsis: “Philosophical
argument, strictly speaking, consists mainly of an endeavour to cause the
reader to perceive what has been perceived by the author. The argument, in
short, is not of the nature of proof, but of exhortation” (2010, 131). As he sees
it, this is the very problem with speech and writing: it is not deductively
watertight. For Russell only a mathematical symbolic logic, residing in “a
Platonic heaven,” brings us into proximity with absolute truth and certain
knowledge of it—impersonal, anaesthetic, objective knowledge. His bold
and confident philosophical parsimony invokes Occam’s razor. In choosing between various foundational propositions for mathematical logic, for
instance, “the one is to be preferred, aesthetically, in which the primitive
propositions are fewest and most general” (qtd. in Wood 1959, 268).
It turns out, then, that the expression “philosophy without tears”
emerges, historically, precisely in a debate between “philosophical” and
“rhetorical” conceptualizations of language. What logicians took issue with
in Arthur Little’s Philosophy Without Tears is the aestheticization of “pure”
philosophy, its popularization as ordinary speech. In the 1950s and 1960s,
this debate raged between philosopher-logicians (Russell, A. J. Ayer, Rudolf
Carnap, and H. H. Price, among others) and a diverse group of “ordinary language” philosophers and rhetoricians (e.g., Perelman and Olbrechts-Tyteca
1958). But ordinary language philosophers levied a powerful critique on
the ways that language is understood and used and, more importantly, on
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its purported relation to reality—the stuff of ontology. J. L. Austin’s Sense
and Sensibilia, for example, is a quick-witted demonstration of A. J. Ayer’s
“deceptive” use of logic and language, which Ayer disingenuously deploys
(says Austin) to support his argument that sense perceptions are as unreliable as ordinary speech, that we do not perceive anything “directly,” and
that we only perceive “sense-data.” Ayer had generalized from particular
cases of illusion (as well as delusion and hallucination), for example, the
way a straight stick “appears” to be bent when it is partly immersed in water,
and he deduced from these that our senses deceive us because we see something that is not really there. It is impossible for us to distinguish, according
to Ayer, whether we are looking at a material thing or experiencing a sense
datum—“appearance” and “reality” are at odds, dichotomous; consequently,
he reasoned, we need a pure or ideal (symbolic, specialist) language that
can get at the truth of reality once and for all. Nonsense, retorts Austin:
“In fact what we see is a stick partly immersed in water; and it is particularly
extraordinary that this should appear to be called into question” (1962b, 30,
emphasis in the original). It simply is precisely how every nonphilosopher
actually describes it: “No problem arises provided the circumstances are
known” (91), and, “the supposed ‘ideal’ language . . . is in many ways a most
inadequate model of any actual language” (Austin 1970, 67).7 The problem
is that sense data—even if we concede a certain empiricity belonging to
them—do not speak and certainly do not “speak for themselves.”
Contemporary readers might be tempted to think that these linguistic
debates over appearance versus reality are confined to musty departments
of philosophy or have limited historical interest because we have moved
beyond the methodological fundamentalism of Russell, Ayer, and their
cohort. But we would be mistaken: their approach lives on in the kind of
single-minded scientism, the “logical” materialist worldview, that underwrites the “evidence-based” doctrine infecting myriad “expert” discourses
today, from evidence-based research metrics at the neoliberal university to
evidence-based medicine, which treats an abstract, standardized patient
and devalues patient narratives (e.g., see Murray, Holmes, and Rail 2008).
Beyond the tyranny of abstract data, across philosophy and rhetoric alike
we behold a host of new materialisms and studies that profess critical realism or object-oriented ontologies, many of them promulgated boldly and
confidently, often by man-philosophers. These movements I understand as
a response to the linguistic and cultural turns and to constructivism more
generally. At their best, they inquire into the material sociopolitical, legal,
and ethical implications of emerging technoscience, addressing feminist and
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biopolitical concerns, among others, about the status and limits of life, the
relational agencies of matter, posthumanism, and the like. At their worst,
they tend toward the anaesthetic and apolitical, and by turning attention
“back to the things themselves” (as Edmund Husserl’s early phenomenological slogan puts it), they single-mindedly privilege descriptive claims, as a
sort of rational-choice, without accounting for the ways that these too carry
normative valences.
To offer a modest anecdote, one version of this debate was played out at
the 2016 Rhetoric Society of America Conference at a widely attended panel
that staged a conversation between James Murphy and Victor Vitanza. The
panel was titled “Are There Real Changes Between Traditional Rhetoric and
New Rhetorics?” Murphy delivered the first volley: “Higgs boson,” the socalled God particle. Has there been, Murphy asked, an equally revolutionary
discovery in the field of rhetoric over the last hundred years as this analogue
from the field of physics? Faced with such a “fact,” the claims and import of
“new rhetorics” were on the line. And yet the form of the question itself forces
us to presume that rhetoric is a material world like technoscience or particle
physics and that rhetoric ought to conform to the descriptive regimes—the
pure or ideal language—of such disciplines. The Higgs boson is not the same
as the “Higgs boson” uttered in the course of rhetorical debate. The analogy does not hold. In Wittgenstein’s words, “Philosophers constantly see the
method of science before their eyes, and are irresistibly tempted to ask and
answer questions in the way science does. This tendency is the real source of
metaphysics, and leads the philosopher into complete darkness” (1969, 18). As
Barbara Biesecker quipped at the end of an RSA supersession that same year,
rather than robust rhetorics of science we increasingly find instead rhetoric
as science. There is the methodological temptation to seek refuge in things
and sometimes to cling to the utopian promise of a progressive history—
“no more tears!” It is to disavow the failures and successive crimes of this
history and, with a certain triumphalism, to repudiate pain and suffering.
Our future is, of course, not the manifest destiny that was once promised.
Our technologies—commodities—have not delivered a pain-free life, and
in many cases these fetishes cause or exacerbate inequity, suffering, and dispossession. New materialisms, at their best, seek a rapprochement between
matter and ideology—or even matter and social text—in order to understand our materialities as matters of concern, whereas for rhetoric, at its best
(I would wager), textuality is always-already implicitly material, the stuff of
ontology—never simply semiotic or epistemic abstractions and never simply
the “textuality” of the written or spoken word.
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on pain and suffering
The temptation to seek refuge in things can lead to darkness and silence.
How, rhetorically, might we address the pain and suffering that makes our
“parliament of things,” to invoke Bruno Latour, what they are: peoples
dispossessed by war and famine, frequent suicide attacks, gendered and
racialized violence, police and military state violence included, civil unrest
and political apathy, growing socioeconomic inequities, among many others? Whose tears, in the wreckage of late modernity, will count for us as
salutary (from “salūs,” meaning “health” but also from its derivative form
“salūtāre,” those tears that would “greet” or “hail” us)? Whose pain and suffering and whose attempts to evoke, to bring to consciousness, to communicate the conditions of a livable life are, finally, communicable? And
whose are tolerably silenced as negative externalities of the new world
order? Do these voices constitute the “other” of philosophy? Philosophy
operates here as something of a pharmakon: it causes tears and yet it is also
said to be therapeutic, poisonous yet remedial. But for whom? As René
Girard demonstrates, drawing on Jacques Derrida (1981), the ambivalence
of the philosophic pharmakon bears a direct relation to philosophy’s “other,”
its pharmakos or scapegoat: “Philosophy, like tragedy, can at certain levels
serve as an attempt at expulsion, an attempt perpetually renewed because
never wholly successful. . . . This use polarizes the maleficent violence on
a double, who is arbitrarily expelled from the philosophical community”
(1977, 296). If one seeks a contemporary sense of philosophy’s sovereign
indifference, the celebrated philosopher John Searle is exemplary: “I don’t
think philosophers should worry too much about what people think about
them, just get on with the work. As far as I’m concerned philosophy is
the most important subject of all because other subjects get their importance by how they relate to the larger issues” (2014, n.p.). To be sure, Searle
represents a narrow strand of philosophy, which carries with it a narrow
view of consciousness—a view that many rhetoricians and philosophers
alike would hesitate to consider morally self-reflexive. “Consciousness is
a biological property like digestion or photosynthesis,” Searle says. “Now
why isn’t that screamingly obvious to anybody who’s had any education?”
(n.p.). What is there to say here of an “other” who, in pain and suffering, is
systematically dispossessed of recognition and voice, subject to denegation
and violence and death, whether biological or social?8
If the philosophic pharmakon bears a direct relation to philosophy’s
“other,” it is another question altogether whether that maleficent violence,
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pain and suffering, can be communicated and what role consciousness plays
in this mêlée. At the end of his well-known essay, Bitzer speculates: “In the
best of all possible worlds, there would be communication perhaps, but no
rhetoric—since exigencies would not arise” (1968, 13). Of course there is no
such world, and it is no doubt with tongue-in-cheek and a nod to Voltaire
(satirizing Leibniz) that Bitzer characterizes this as the “best of all possible
worlds.” I can only imagine this as a world in which pain and suffering
are inflicted but remain ineffable, nonexigent. Johnstone, in a defense of a
philosophical foundation or “basis” to rhetoric (published many years after
his remarks in Cherwitz’s collection), argues that all communication is by
definition rhetorical. For him, perfect communication in “the best of all
possible worlds” amounts to noncommunication, and by way of example
he offers us the image of a computer: “the transmission of messages from
man to machine and from the machine to other machines” (2007, 18). In this
case no persuasion is involved; there is no question of belief, no rhetorical
situation.9 The computer’s “refusal” is fundamentally different in kind from
the human refusal, say, that the value of N = 15: “The person’s refusal . . .
involves telling himself that 15 can’t be right. (He may also tell others, but he
need not.) The machine does not tell itself anything. In other words, it is not
conscious of anything” (20; his emphasis).
Crucial here is self-consciousness, a critical self-relation that is situational rather than merely computational or programmatic; it is not simply
self-knowledge but involves an utterance of some sort—telling oneself (or
others) such-and-such. We might find here an ontological claim about the
nature of human consciousness, which involves implicit and ineluctable
self-interrogation in the midst of speech, as speech. Johnstone’s thesis in
this essay is that “Rhetoric is the evocation and maintenance of the consciousness
required for communication” (21; his emphasis). If I may parse this another
way: the condition of possibility for communication is consciousness, but,
moreover, the condition of possibility for consciousness is rhetorical evocation. Consciousness, in this formulation, entails an orientation, a consciousness of something or other: philosophers call this intentionality. It is
propositional, surely, but here it seems to be dispositional insofar as consciousness entails a rhetorical self-relation or self-positioning and a distanciation that lends reflexive meaning to the “interface.” This distance is
evoked, creating a space in which we are free to accept or reject the information that is interfaced, machinically or otherwise. “To be conscious of
something,” Johnstone writes, putting a rhetorical bent on intentionality, “is
always to interrupt the unity of the transaction between subject and object”
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(23). Otherwise stated, it requires the incursion or interposition of alterity
as a speech act. And if this is what Johnstone means by a “philosophical”
basis or foundation for rhetoric—a “reflexive rhetoric,” as he calls it—we
might be disposed to accept his proposition and forget about the tears.
Even if we might be less disposed to accept his claim that other disciplines
or “domains of discourse” deploy an “irreflexive rhetoric” on his terms (24)
or his assertion that it is “philosophical consciousness” that distinguishes
human from nonhuman animals (see Davis 2014, Derrida 2002, Haraway
2007, and Wolfe 2003a and 2003b).
Yet I am struck that Johnstone’s account of consciousness carries such
little pathos, invokes so few tears. The incursion or interposition of the other
and the interruption of the unity that is said to characterize the transaction
between subject and object can prove agonizing: a reflexive rhetoric cannot
not include an account of pain and suffering, for human as well as nonhuman animals. Consciousness for Johnstone seems to be little more than the
interruption of my propositional agency, a philosophical subject wedded to
epistemology and observation. Elsewhere, Johnstone distinguishes between
what he calls “persons” and “selves,” arguing that persons are ontic and experienced in everyday encounters, whereas selves are ontological: “Except possibly for my own self, I never directly encounter selves. I posit them” (1967,
205). I agree that selfhood is ontological but disagree that it is posited or
hypothesized. I turn to Wittgenstein to flesh out my claim and to theorize
reflexive consciousness and disposition—to pain and suffering—as the stuff
of ontology and as experienced, or what Wittgenstein would call a “formof-life” (Lebensform). On my reading, Wittgenstein lends himself to such a
task inasmuch as tears and pain are for him perhaps the privileged example
of the ways an anaesthetic, logical philosophy leads us astray. To the charge
of promulgating a “philosophy without tears,” Wittgenstein might respond:
“Thoughts that are at peace. That’s what someone who philosophizes yearns
for” (1980, 43). In this spirit, I would like with Wittgenstein to disturb the
peace. Wittgenstein contests the view that pain and suffering are, propositionally speaking, passive occurrences or the abnegation of agency. He goes
against much of the literature on trauma theory and pain, which variously
proposes that pain defies representation or is essentially ineffable (e.g.,
Caruth 2010, Woolf 1930) or even that it destroys language and the world
itself (e.g., Scarry 1987). Wittgenstein refuses to see pain as propositional or
conceptual, arguing instead that the meaning of pain is tacitly understood
and that this meaning is communicated. Pain, on this view, is neither private nor privatizing; its communication relies on a “grammar” of pain, an
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everyday phenomenon. It would be nonsensical to experience pain only as
a sensation or sense datum; pain is inseparable from the person who suffers
and who communicates that suffering in an address.
Judith Butler might give contemporary readers a way into what
Wittgenstein means when she writes about the pain of grief: “When we
lose someone, we do not always know what it is in that person that has
been lost. So when one loses, one is also faced with something enigmatic:
something is hiding in the loss, something is lost within the recesses of
loss” (2004a, 21–22). In the end, this “something” is perhaps no knowable
object or concept and is not quite something the subject “has”; Butler
argues that grief is not a privatizing experience but instead brings “to the
fore the relational ties that have implications for theorizing fundamental dependency and ethical responsibility” (22). For her, this interdependency constitutes the subject and “precedes the formation of ‘I’” (31). In
Wittgenstein’s terms, similarly, grief “describes a pattern which recurs,
with different variations, in the tapestry of life [Lebensteppich]” (2009, 183).
To feel pain, such as grief, is not the same as to observe it. Observation is
a psychologism; it conceptualizes the experience as a second-order abstraction: “If someone observes his own grief, which senses does he use to
observe it? With a special sense—one that feels grief ? Then does he feel it
differently when he is observing it? And what is the grief that he is observing—one which is there only while being observed?” (196). Observation
does not cause the feeling. Nor is observation necessary in order to make
this pain communicable. A cry of pain is not a description, an observation, or a report (198). The exclamation, the cry, the tears are rather “forced
from us” (207).
This is not to do away with doubt but to relocate it, positioning
it as a disposition rather than a proposition, as a matter of ontology
rather than epistemology: “It makes sense to say about other people that
they doubt whether I am in pain; but not to say it about myself ” (96).
Wittgenstein focuses on what it makes sense for us to say and, drawing
on our everyday usage, claims that doubt cannot be reduced to an empirical observation. It is ultimately untestable, and if it were truly a matter
of empiricism, our innumerable (empirical) expressions of pain—poetry,
music, works of fiction, art, as well as everyday speech, including groans
and cries—would be meaningless. But they are not. Wittgenstein imagines an interlocutor countering: “Another person can’t have my pains.”
To this he replies: “—My pains—what pains are they? What counts as
a criterion of identity here?” (97). Pain is not immediately a criterion
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of identity. I do not lay claim to my pain in order to claim an identity, for
that identity is immediate and in some sense irreflexive because that pain
has laid claim to me, and it makes no sense to say that I doubt whether
“I” am in pain. In some sense it precedes or undercuts the formation of
an identitarian “I.” There is an implicit critique here of the ways that
pain and suffering are sometimes reified and used as a claim to political identity: “I am my pain,” “I am my suffering,” “You cannot understand.”10 If the criterion of identity amounts to the presumption that I
am a bounded subject whose pains are purely private, my expression of
pain begins to unravel this presumption, for it is expressed to others and
in a manner that is meaningful and not private. We begin to understand
here a rhetoric of tears, the turns in which we experience and communicate our relational ties, our fundamental dependency on others, and our
ethical responsibility for them.
I do not “know” from my inner experience and then project this onto
an alter ego. As Wittgenstein remarks, “If one has to imagine someone
else’s pain on the model of one’s own, this is none too easy a thing to do:
for I have to imagine pain which I don’t feel on the model of pain which I
do feel. . . . Pain-behaviour can indicate a painful place but the person who
is suffering is the person who manifests pain” (108). Thus, while it is true
that “one can resolve [entschließen, “decide”] to say ‘I believe he is in pain’
instead of ‘He is in pain,’” this posture “just exchanges one way of talking
for another” (108)—one way of talking is exchanged for another by one’s
distancing oneself and closing down (ent-schließen) a direct and intuitive
utterance with the skeptical “language-game” of anaesthetic philosophy.
Wittgenstein rejects the philosophical convention—the “conjuring trick”—
by which language is said to represent pure thoughts or concepts. “I feel
pain” means I am in pain. “How can I even attempt to interpose language
between the expression of pain and the pain?” (2009, 95). Language does
not make my being in pain a public fact because being in pain as such—this
kind of pain—is not communicable as a “fact,” nor is it something private
that is in need of publicizing in conceptual terms. My words for pain, like
my tears, are “primitive” and “natural,” on Wittgenstein’s account, and are
“tied up with my natural expressions of sensation” (98): “The verbal expression of pain replaces [ersetzt] crying, it does not describe it” (95). And being
in pain is not on the order of empirical knowledge: “It can’t be said of me
at all (except perhaps as a joke) that I know I’m in pain” (96). The question
of pain is not its knowability but its communicability—and much like language, pain is inherently transitive.
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on transitivity
What I find so fascinating about Wittgenstein’s account of pain is that it
advances what we might call pain’s transitivity, which as it were makes a
proto-phenomenology of the body coextensive with a grammar of linguistic agency. “If I see someone writhing in pain with evident cause, I do not
think: all the same, his feelings are hidden from me” (235). Still, transitivity
is not transference; I can stick you with a needle or far worse—“This kind
of pain!”—yet this does not transfer “my” pain to you or even duplicate
“this” pain in you but rather communicates something in pain and joins us
in pain’s harrowing embrace. Again, I can only say it is “my pain” when I
observe it; when I feel pain, by contrast, I become uncertain in that instant
of what is “mine,” who or what I am. Feeling pain requires no intervening observation, no interpretation. In this way Wittgenstein troubles our
preconceptions of the body-subject, its observable location, its expressivity,
to find in this ensemble—through the feeling of pain—a truth about the
transitivity of language and the conditions of communicability in general.
Can I experience pain in another person’s body, or conversely, can I experience the other’s pain in my own? Wittgenstein understands such transitivity as plausible: “In order to see that it is conceivable that one person should
have pain in another person’s body, one must examine what sort of facts
we call criteria for a pain being in a certain place. . . . Suppose I feel a pain
which on the evidence of the pain alone, e.g., with closed eyes, I should
call a pain in my left hand. Someone asks me to touch the painful spot
with my right hand. I do so and looking round perceive that I am touching
my neighbour’s hand” (49). Wittgenstein continues: “Ask yourself ‘What
does it mean to know that the pains are there?’ The word ‘there’ refers to
a locality;—but in what space, i.e., a ‘locality’ in what sense? Do we know
the place of pain in Euclidean space, so that when we know where we have
pains we know how far away from two of the walls of this room, and from
the floor?” (50). Of course, it is risible to speak of pain and suffering using
propositional language, as if they were posited according to independently
verifiable contents or locales, but our grammar also almost surely frustrates
our attempts to grasp pain as a disposition—and one, moreover, to which
each and all are predisposed.
In his figurative and rhetorically nuanced account of pain, Talal Asad
argues that “pain is not simply a cause of action” but often itself is “a kind of
action” (2000, 31). Drawing on Wittgenstein’s project “to bring words back
from their metaphysical to their everyday use” (2009, 53), Asad takes issue
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with anthropological accounts of pain that understand the body in pain
as a form of dissent or resistance—an attempt to enact a form of subjective agency in the face of a repressive power imagined as external: “The
tendency to romanticise resistance comes from a metaphysical question to
which this notion of ‘agency’ is a response” (2000, 32). Pain in this view
becomes transitive in a sense, but only as an instrument of the subject’s
intentions—much like language according to those who conceive it as a
tool in the service of a speaker. Asad asks: “How helpful is it, therefore, to
be always offered a choice between two mutually exclusive options: either
an agent (representing only herself ) or a victim (a passive object)?” (36). For
Asad the choice is unfairly stark: we rarely represent only ourselves, and our
representations draw on performative conventions and customs and norms
to which the subject is, sometimes, nonetheless victim. In Wittgenstein’s
terms, “An intention is embedded in a setting [in der Situation], in human
customs and institutions” (2009, 115). To clarify his position, and to explore
such a setting, Asad turns to the literary example of Oedipus, whose “final
acts consist in his public renunciation of kingly power as both expression
and consequence of pain” (2000, 36). Asad’s reading is remarkable in insisting that Oedipus’s acts are neither voluntary nor involuntary in the received
sense of moral agency and that pain is both cause and effect. In the final
scene of Oedipus Rex, Oedipus does not “take responsibility” for slaying
his father and sleeping with his mother; indeed, in Oedipus at Colonus he
“explicitly denies that his transgressions were his own acts” (37). “What he
denies is not that he caused the death of a man at the crossroads (that he
had always known) but that he murdered his father, which is a different
act” (37).
While the Oedipus tragedy may seem to hinge on the epistemological
question of knowing, Oedipus’s final acts—self-blinding, exile—are nevertheless ontological consequences, as Asad puts it, “not because he admits or
claims ‘responsibility,’ but because he cannot live in the knowledge of who
he is and what, being who he is, he has done to his father and his mother”
(37). He suffers ontologically, we might say, for who he is, for something
he could not have known at the time of his transgressions. In contrast to
Freud, who would take from the tragedy a lesson about the transgression
of “magically-conditioned prohibitions,” or even social norms, Asad argues
that “acts can have an ethical significance without necessarily having to
be interpreted in terms of ‘answerability’” (38). And while “answerability”
is used here as a synonym for moral responsibility, its rhetoricity must be
emphasized: Oedipus does not “answer” for his transgressions; they are not
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reclaimed as his own, and he even refuses to take responsibility for them.
Asad theorizes his self-inflicted pain, his exile, as a performance of his
moral sensibility, a habitus, rather than as an “answer.” This adds an ethical
dimension to pain on Wittgenstein’s model. Oedipus’s self-inflicted pain is
the expression and consequence of his existential pain, his anguish, and he
is an ethical subject of the pain felt as inseparable from him; we cannot seek
recourse to psychological theories of agency or observation. The tragedy
plays out—materially and textually—on his body. “He acts, in brief, out of
passionate necessity” (39). In this, the Oedipus tragedy allegorizes an inner
life, prompting ethical self-reflection in we who watch and witness his acts.
“When we look into ourselves,” Wittgenstein writes, we find a picture likened to an “allegorical painting,” which reveals to us a grammar of our social
world, as it were: “virtually [ förmlich, “formally”] a pictorial representation
[Darstellung] of our grammar. Not facts; but, as it were, illustrated turns of
speech [Redewendungen]” (2009, 107). In my reading of Asad’s reading of
Oedipus, I am suggesting that Oedipus’s pain and suffering might illustrate
the turns of speech of human customs and institutions—one grammar of
that social world on which we draw when we express ethical agony, pain,
and suffering (see Asad 2009, 123). For Asad, Oedipus is not a philosophical
tragedy in Girard’s sense; it is not a tragic and repeated attempt at expulsion, nor is Oedipus quite a pharmakos or scapegoat.
If this begins to sketch an ontology of the rhetorical subject, it suggests a being wrought in pain and suffering, constitutively disposed and
predisposed, dependent on others and joined to them precariously in and
by illustrated turns of speech. This subject is not one; plural and plurivocal, the “we” is caught up in the transitivity of pain and suffering. The
man-philosopher, by contrast, repudiates this as his lot, dismisses it as a
feminized sensus vulgaris, by appealing disingenuously to a Kantian sensus communis—a community forged in reasonableness and that, by some
sleight of hand, turns repudiation into philosophical redemption.11 If the
philosopher’s tears merely trope his “work” and “hard thinking,” if they are
no more than a rhetoric-without-tears, we are nevertheless asked to believe
that his wisdom—heroically consummated, it would seem—shall redeem
us forever from the vulgarities of pain and suffering. This man-hero is a
common enough figure: “In popular visual narratives (film, TV, etc.),” Asad
writes in On Suicide Bombing, “the male hero undergoes severe physical
punishment or torture at the hands of ruthless men, but his acute suffering
is the very vindication of truth” (2007, 86). The hero’s “sacrifice” is the promise of a progressive history, the triumph of good over evil. Asad suggests a
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historical continuity here between the self-sacrifice of Christ and secular
versions of this redemption narrative in the West. The hero enacts a “modern secular crucifixion story,” Asad avers, “in which the truth of the lonely
figure is sustained by his willingness to suffer in mind and body, to undergo
unbearable pain and ecstasy” (86). As Susan Sontag notes, this view of suffering “is rooted in religious thinking, which links pain to sacrifice, sacrifice
to exaltation” (2004, 99). And yet, Sontag is incorrect when she claims that
this view “could not be more alien to a modern sensibility” (99). In Asad’s
words, Sontag “fails to note . . . that the modern sensibility is contradictory:
the endurance of suffering is to be refused but inflicting suffering on others
(judicial punishment and war being obvious examples) is not” (2007, 115).
In the heroic man-philosopher’s pharmakon, the repudiation of pain
and suffering is precisely the refusal of pain’s transitivity: my pain and
suffering, he seems to say, are heroically transformed into redemption, a
secular exaltation, while yours become inaudible and unrecognizable to
me. Indeed, he inflicts pain and suffering to shore up the self-certainty
of this violent agency, immunizing himself against the reflexive return of
pain and suffering. This might describe the logic of military preemptive
strikes, drone warfare, the indefinite detention of enemy combatants, police
violence against unarmed black civilians, or the war on terror more generally. The most reviled figure here is the suicide terrorist, who represents an
extreme instance of the transitivity of pain and suffering—“This kind of
pain!” delivered as passionate necessity and dismemberment. Yet as Asad
notes, “Terrorism . . . is an epistemological object in modern society” (2).
We misunderstand the ontology of the suicide terrorist if we take her or him
to be an intransitive epistemological object of knowledge and, indeed, we
misunderstand our own ontology, as well as the involuted ways our history
and repudiations are bound up with his or hers. We risk finding our own
onto-logics returned in refracted, vulgar, and violent forms.
Finally, then, if the normative compass of rhetoric is bound by the
logical “soundness” (an ironic metaphor, this) of epistemological claims, of
philosophy, how much of what matters will be inaudible or unrecognizable? And whose voices will be silenced, nullified, denegated? This is not
exactly an exhortation to seek out pain and suffering but a call to assume a
different kind of hearing, a rhetoric of tears—one in which pain and suffering may carry us in their wake and evoke the desire, if not the disposition,
to speak and act otherwise. This is an occasion to critique the rhetorical
norms of communication, which ritually authorize the claims that we make
(veridically) and sanction the claims that are made on us (jurisdictionally).
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Butler asks: “If the Habermasian point is that we cannot hope to live in
consensus or in common orientation without assuming such norms, is the
‘common’ in this instance then not instituted precisely through the production of what is uncommon, through what is outside the common, or what
disrupts it from within, or what poses a challenge to its integrity?” (2004b,
221). Must we not challenge, then, our commonplaces, and the integrity of
our disciplinarity—already announced in the ongoing tensions, the ethical collisions, of philosophy and rhetoric as an interdiscipline? This would
politicize—or politicize anew—rhetorical practice and the production of
knowledge. But it would also at the same time call for the melioration of
implicit hierarchizations: to rework existing tools, the means of communication, the infrastructural supports, and normative vectors of discursive
mobility—such as this journal—to be as evocative as possible, even impious or “pagan” (in Jean-François Lyotard’s sense of the term), to lowjack
disciplinary forms of scholarly communication, to wage battle against their
procedural ossification, to use them for critical and nonnormative dissent,
and to allow the “other” of philosophy and rhetoric to speak. “There is not
a single philosophical method, though there are indeed methods, different
therapies, as it were” (Wittgenstein 2009, 57). Tears may well prove salutary.
Department of English Language and Literature
Carleton University

notes
1. A rhetorical study addressing laughter and joy would be more convivial than what
follows and might well reach similar conclusions. Maurice Charland (1994) offers us a
glimpse.
2. There are many critical texts that discuss neoliberalism in the academy. Among
them, two early books stand out for their prescience and lasting value: Jean-François
Lyotard’s The Postmodern Condition (1984) and Bill Readings’s The University in Ruins
(1996).
3. Cassin posits a gendered identity based on resistance rather than essence, suggesting that “a certain number of men-philosophers are actually women-philosophers—
Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, and, of course, Derrida” (2014, 245).
4. Little’s text follows the publication of numerous instructional books promising
“no more tears,” e.g., Favell Lee Mortimer, Reading Without Tears; or, A Pleasant Mode of
Learning to Read (1857); Lady Bell, French Without Tears (1896–1897); Margaret Webster,
Shakespeare Without Tears (1942); C. F. Smith, Electricity Without Tears (1943), a set of
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lectures designed for domestic science teachers; Donald Bailey Marsh, Taxes Without Tears
(1945); Isadore Joseph Semper, Hamlet Without Tears (1946); Joseph Lewis, Singing Without
Tears: A Handbook for Beginners of All Ages (1946). The “without tears” genre—an early
incarnation of the “self-help” genre—continues to this day. There were also humorous texts
predating Little, e.g., P. G. Wodehouse, Golf Without Tears (1924) and Terence Rattigan,
French Without Tears: A Comedy in Three Acts (1938).
5. It is possible that Russell knew of Little’s text, or he might simply have been
responding critically to the “without tears” genre or derisively to the experimental elementary school in Lancashire, which operated from 1918 to 1953 and promised “lessons without
tears” in a nondisciplinarian setting (see Burke 2005; also see British Pathé News 1945).
Regarding ordinary language philosophy, it is worth noting that there was no coherent
school associated with it in the mid-twentieth century Anglophone context; there was
rivalry between Oxford and Cambridge, for example, and varied approaches to the question of the nature of language. Indeed, there is an enduring controversy over how to read
Wittgenstein’s different “periods” or philosophies: some read the Tractatus as the culmination of logical atomism rather than a criticism of it. I thank David Egan for his remarks
on this section of my text.
6. It is actually G. J. Warnock, though the error remained uncorrected when the essay
was reprinted in Russell’s My Philosophical Development (1959).
7. Readers of Philosophy and Rhetoric are no doubt familiar with J. L. Austin’s work
on speech acts and performatives, which I will not rehearse here (see Austin 1962a; 1970).
8. On recent allegations that Searle has sexually assaulted and exploited female students who were then silenced, see Baker 2017.
9. I am not quite sure that this holds. Recently, a chat bot was able to “persuade”
one-third of judges that it was a thirteen-year-old human boy from Odessa, Ukraine (see
Biever 2012). We might now consider that computers are part of a digital rhetorical situation that is “persuasive.”
10. This is not to say that pain and suffering cannot be transformed into an identity
politics, into a claim or a cry that “we are our pain” and a demand for recognition or redress
on these grounds. These political figurations remain beyond the scope of this article, but
such claims would, I suspect, nevertheless rely on the transitivity of pain and suffering and
on the importance Wittgenstein ascribes to expression and a shared form-of-life.
11. On Kant’s fear of vulgar feminizing/homosexualizing rhetorics, see Ronell 2003,
282–87.
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